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In the. short time allotted, it will be impossible to discuss in any detail 

cd@ the experiments that have led us to the conclusion that there is a sexual 

phase in the life hi&cry of a strain of %cherichia coli with which we have 

been working. It seems best to present a single azqdment in detail, which 

most forcefully illustrates this kind of evidence that has been accumulated. 

The general thesis of thsse experiments mxx is the saum as that which was pro- 

posed by Sherman and Wing 10 years ago, that if thare is a sexual phase in 

bacteria, it should be possible to shap that when mixed cultures containing 

organians differ- in various characters are studied, new types will be dound 

which are characterised by recombinations of those characters. The strains used 

by these authors were too varlisble for them to draw any conclusions as to the 

occurrence of sexual fusions, and other authors have had similar difficulties. 

Several types of characters have been used in our investisgtictns. 

Mv They habe all been obtained as mutations in a single 

strain of E. coli (strain K-lZ).The spontaneous variability of eachbof these . 

characters has been studied intensively and it can be anticipated categorically 

that none of tb pbsnomena which I am bout to describe can be accounted for 

on this basis. 

Most of the characters used are nutritional requirements, i.e. the need 

for a specific grarth ,qfactor, including such compounds as biotin, thiamine, 

thmonine, leucine, and other vitamiaa and amino acids. They are sharply de- 

terminable, sihce optimal growth can bs obtained in the presence of the 

speW!ic reqfiirement, whereas $n its absence growth does not take place. 

The reqtirements 
\*rcy dbT,.,.,I 
-by mutation, one at each mutational 

step. 4 ultrav&olet irAdiation of a staain which is already a biocMm.ical 

-a* , multiple mutants can be obtained, and theee have been very nseful. 



in these studies. Other characters which jjave been'used are resiskmce,to a 

specific bacteripphage, and the inability to fermnt lactose (as indicated on 

Eosin-Methylme Blue-Lactose plates such as these.) 

Character recombination in E. coU can bs detected by the appearance of 

Wld types in nixed cultures of biochemical mutanta. Koch wild types have never 

been found in the individual cultures. TheW mL wildtyaes 

can be detected readily since they form colonies in minimal agar msdiufa, whereas+ 

the original mutants are unable to proliferate in the absents of their specific 

requirements. Thus although only about 1 cell in 10 million in these mixed cultures 

is a wild type, they can be readily detected by plating about 500 tillion eel& 

after careful washing, into a minimal agar plate. 

If these wi&d typss are the result of recombination of characters, emk b 

colonies should also show recombination of other character differences present 

in the 'parental strains+ 1 This has been found to be the -se. 
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Ybnx By plating Y-53, which is . . and Y-10 into agar containing thiandn, 

but lacking biotin,xnethiaine,threotie or leucine, the colonies which appear 

should represnt those cells which have recombined with respect to B.M, T and L, as 

indicated on the board. One should also expect to find that the other 3 

cha?ecters should recombine also, namely Bl-; Lac- and 3': . There are 8 possible 

recombinations of tkmse charakters, as indicated, and the ones which are part of 

the pamntal complexes are encircled. All 8 have been recovered, as can be demonstrated 

by this plate, and these tubes. The figures on the board rep&% ths relative 

frequencies with which they havebeen obtaiend,The disparity in th(c)CnuWers 

is of cou#$e,of great interest; sona evidence has been obtakedthatthie disparity 
. 

may beelicable oh the bas+s of the same &d of factorial linkage that characterir88 

' &&igher organisms. 
u 

kidence has been obtained that in mixsd cultures coxi&ning more than 2 types, 

recombination takes only 2 types of eel3 at a time, streng#thening'the 

hypotbsis that be explained by a cell fusion and the orderly 

segregation of genes. 


